## Electric Heating

### A Sustainable Alternative

In modern, well-insulated homes, which are often fitted with PV solar panels, electric heating provides a cost-efficient and user-friendly solution.

Specific rooms such as the bathroom require a higher comfort temperature and here an electric blower can bring the room up to the desired temperature in no time. Thanks to their fast response time, electric radiators marry all the benefits of electric heating comfort with purity of design.

The electric radiators can be operated in 3 different ways:

- **Manually**
- **Via Wi-Fi via the Vasco Climate Control App**
- **Via home automation control**

### Manual Control

| Radiator + RF thermostat (included in the price) | • • |
| Radiator without RF thermostat | • • |
| Radiator + E-Volve E-V (white or grey) (E-Volve E-V to be ordered separately) | • • • • • • • • |
| Radiator + E-Volve E-V-RF (white or grey) (E-Volve E-V-RF to be ordered separately) | • • • • • • |
| Radiator with built-in control (included in the price) | • |
| Radiator with built-in control (included in the price) | • • |
| Radiator with Blower (white or grey) + RF thermostat (in option) (RF thermostat to be ordered separately) | • • • • • • |

### Via Wi-Fi Via the Vasco Climate Control App

| The radiator (with cable) can only be operated via the optional E-Volve E-V-WIFI (white or grey) (E-Volve E-V-WIFI to be ordered separately) | • • |
| The radiator can only be operated via the E-Volve E-V-WIFI (white or grey) (E-Volve E-V-WIFI to be ordered separately) (including provided BAS connector) | • • • • • • |

### Via Home Automation Control

| Radiator without control, with cable | • • |
| Radiator without regulation + BAS connector (white or grey) (BAS connector to be ordered separately) | • • • • • • |
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**VIA WI-FI VIA THE VASCO CLIMATE CONTROL APP**

The radiator (with cable) can only be operated via the optional E-Volve E-V-WIFI (white or grey) (E-Volve E-V-WIFI to be ordered separately)

The radiator can only be operated via the E-Volve E-V-WIFI (white or grey) (E-Volve E-V-WIFI to be ordered separately) (including provided BAS connector)

**VIA HOME AUTOMATION CONTROL**

Radiator without control, with cable

Radiator without regulation + BAS connector (white or grey) (BAS connector to be ordered separately)